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WHY SHARING YOUR GENIUS 
IS NOW THE FASTEST PATH  

TO PROSPER

7 REASONS 

Up until now, being a creative, 
intuitive, forward-thinking Visionary 
felt like a liability.   You always felt 
like no one really “gets” you –  
and you struggled to fit in.   

But there’s A NEW WORLD  
emerging – and these  
7 powerful ideas will show 
you why – in today’s world - 
your genius and visionary  
abilities are now  
THE FASTEST 
PATH TO PROSPER …
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The world is now turning toward you …  
finally valuing your unique genius … and your visionary powers 
are now your ticket to the life you’ve dreamed of … 
 ~ JULIE ANN TURNER, Bestselling Author of GENESIS OF GENIUS 

& Host of the Global ConsciousSHIFT Show 
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7 REASONS WHY SHARING YOUR GENIUS 
IS NOW THE FASTEST PATH TO PROSPER 

Here are the exact reasons why – along with the essential steps to leverage this new reality … 
Tune into every word, to discover exactly how to prosper from sharing your own SIGNATURE GENIUS. 

1. EMBRACE THE NEW GLOBAL OPPORTUNITY

The New Truth - Up until now, you may have thought you couldn’t be profitable by sharing your own genius – 
but the TRUTH is, in this globally connected economy – it is THE FASTEST WAY you can be. 

It’s that initial assumption that is actually the problem. 

Sharing your genius is the only way  
visionaries can be profitable – there is no other path. 

Richard Branson. Mark Zuckerberg.  
Elon Musk. Oprah Winfrey.  
Are they struggling to pay their bills? NO.  
Because they found and profited from sharing their Signature Genius. 

The largest companies in the world – Apple, Google, Amazon? 
All propelled to massive profit by the ideas and innovations  
birthed first by the genius of their founders and leaders. 

The Old Lie – You’ve been told only an elite few have genius within them. 

It’s not true.  Genius exists within each of us.  It is within YOU. (More on that in a moment.)  
Most important, your GENIUS is now THE KEY to excel and succeed in this globally connected world. 

Bestselling author and visionary Seth Godin says it like this: “Average is Over.” 
Which means it’s YOUR TIME to shine. 

2. THE WORLD HAS CHANGED – AND WHY THAT’S GREAT NEWS FOR YOU.

Old World Economy - Fit in (don't stand out), follow instructions, be a cog in a machine - 
  we'll pay, protect and promote you.  Visionaries not invited. 

New World Economy – If all you can do is fit in, follow instructions, be a cog in a machine - we've already 
  replaced you - with technology and automation, or outsourced your job. 

  The New World Economy values vision, intuition and creativity.  It runs on GENIUS. 

This clearly changes everything.  Success now requires the exact opposite of what we were taught to do in 
school, i.e., follow instructions and give prescribed answers.  Repeating the right answers and simply following 
instructions is no longer enough to succeed and to profit.  Ideas are the new currency.  GENIUS is the engine. 

Today’s world finally values your being the original you are.  GENIUS IS IN.  Average is Over. 
As Seth says: “There are no longer any great jobs where someone will tell you what to do.  
The only Great Work that's left is work without a map.”  
This is GREAT NEWS – now it’s time to share your GREAT WORK. 
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3. REALIZE TODAY’S WORLD VALUES YOUR GENIUS

Creative visionaries who are able to bring new ideas, break new ground – and innovate to open up new,  
more valuable territory – are highly valued – and in demand.   Now’s your chance to craft your own map to profit. 

Plus, it’s easier than ever before to share your GENIUS,  
via the Internet, in the history of the planet – and profit from it …  
and, that means you may now co-create and collaborate with others, 
across the globe – instantly.  

This is great news – because, even though you may not feel like you have genius – if you’ll come along with me, 
you’ll discover that YOU DO. It’s a new world of work - it will take GENIUS to prosper.  And it’s already within you. 

4. CLAIM YOUR GENIUS AS YOUR GREATEST ASSET

Instead of denying your genius – realize your genius is the ONE ASSET only you can claim, share and profit from. 

It is the asset – already within you – that holds the greatest potential value.   
Because when you step into your greatness, you EXCEL.  It is your SIGNATURE GENIUS that sets you apart ... 
that differentiates you, your work, and your value from ALL others.  

Your genius is how you generate unmatched value for your followers, and they will recognize – and compensate 
you - at the level worthy of this high and unparalleled value. 

5. DISCOVER YOUR SIGNATURE GENIUS

Whatever you believe right now, there is a SIGNATURE GENIUS within you – it is that singular mixture of gifts, 
talent, intelligence, experience, expertise, perspective and style - your unique contribution to the whole.   

This is the greatness within you.   
It is as unique as a fingerprint – that’s why I call it your SIGNATURE GENIUS. 

Claiming, packaging and sharing your SIGNATURE GENIUS is the WAY – and now, the ONLY WAY -  
you will prosper at the highest level - in this globally connected world.  When you do so, you will stand out, 
excel – and bring the greatest value – and begin to build your own unique “Body of Work.” 

6. CRAFT OUT YOUR OWN BODY OF WORK

As you share your genius, you will become ever clearer about the unique sequence, systems,  
tools and techniques – and ways of sharing those – that represent your own unique “Body of Work.”  

This will become what you’re known for – your brand, your identity - 
and the unique value you, and only you, bring.   

And bringing this unique value will actually be EASIER and MORE PROFITABLE FOR YOU – 
not only because you’ll be sharing what you love and were born to do, and do best –  
but because the world now values exactly what that is. 

GENIUS GUIDE 
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JULIE ANN TURNER is the Signature Genius Mentor,  
who guides her visionary clients across the globe 
to unprecedented prosperity, by helping them profit  
from packaging and sharing their unique talents and brilliance. 

Instead of struggling to "fit in," her clients discover how to ride their Genius  
to powerful, fulfilling careers, that not only include unparalleled creative expression, 
but also include making both the impact and income they desire and deserve. 

Julie Ann Turner, Founder/CEO of ConsciousSHIFT.Me,  
is the Bestselling Author of GENESIS OF GENIUS,  
and is a thought leader in the global shift to creative consciousness, 
as Executive Producer/Host of the global CONSCIOUSSHIFT Radio Show (680,000 subscribers worldwide and growing), 
and as a world authority on the master creative process. 

7. MAP OUT YOUR MULTIPLE STREAMS OF INCOME

The Great Work you're here to prosper from sharing, involves creating 
your own new map, on your terms - based on your own unique  
SIGNATURE GENIUS.  

And your map will include not just ONE WAY  
you may package and share your GENIUS – but multiple ways – 
with each one becoming a new stream of income for you.  

MAKE NO MISTAKE - the world has changed.  

And the biggest shift is that what once kept you from fitting in - 
will now raise you up.   

The world is turning toward YOU. 
Because your visionary abilities of creativity, intuition 
and unique genius are now what's driving the world. 

  EVEN BETTER NEWS?  This "7 REASONS" gift is only the beginning.  (So watch your email!) 

  In the weeks ahead, I will be working with you to develop A POWERFUL NEW RESOURCE 
  that will give you the next steps to go further… 

  … not only walking you through how to laser in to identify your own unique SIGNATURE GENIUS, 
  but also showing you the exact steps to generate abundant prosperity and income,  
  as you impact the world through the genius already within you.  

It is the most exciting time in history to be a Visionary - because not only do you have the tools 
to share your genius, but for the first time ever, you have A PATH TO PROFIT from it.   

It's a quantum shift in the world - and I can't wait to show you the next steps 
on your own personal journey to PROFIT FROM YOUR GENIUS. 

 

GENIUS GUIDE 
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~ JULIE ANN TURNER, 
Bestselling Author of GENESIS OF GENIUS 

& Host of the Global ConsciousSHIFT Show 
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